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Elements Of Electromagnetics 3rd Edition Sadiku
Solutions
The basic objective of this highly successful text--to present the concepts of
electromagnetics in a style that is clear and interesting to read--is more fully-realized in
this Second Edition than ever before.Thoroughly updated and revised, this twosemester approach to fundamental concepts and applications in electromagnetics
begins with vector analysis--which is then applied throughout the text. A balanced
presentation of time-varying fields and static fields prepares students for employment in
today's industrial and manufacturing sectors.Mathematical theorems are treated
separately from physical concepts.Students, therefore, do not need to review any more
mathematics than their level of proficiency requires. Sadiku is well-known for his
excellent pedagogy, and this edition refines his approach even further. Student-oriented
pedagogy comprises: chapter introductions showing how the forthcoming material
relates to the previous chapter, summaries, boxed formulas, and multiple choice review
questions with answers allowing students to gauge their comprehension. Many new
problems have been added throughout the text.
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately, there’s
Schaum’s. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum’s to help them
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succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum’s is the key to faster learning and
higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course
information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of
examples, sovled problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. This Schaum’s
Outline gives you: • Hundreds of supplementary problems to reinforce knowledge•
Concise exaplanations of all electromagentic concepts• Information on current density,
capacitance, magnetic fields, inductance, electromagnetic waves, transmission lines,
and antennas• New section on transmission line parameters• New section illustrating
the use of admittance plane and chart• New section on impedance transformation•
New chapter on sky waves, attenuation and delay effects in troposphere, line of signt
propagation and other relevant topics• Support for all major textbooks for courses in
Electromagnetics PLUS: Access to revised Schaums.com website with access to 20
problem-solving videos, and more. Schaum’s reinforces the main concepts required in
your course and offers hundreds of practice questions to help you suceed. Use
Schaum’s to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum’s
Outlines – Problem solved.
Electromagnetic Fields
"Microwave engineering is the study of microwave frequencies and their interactions
with circuits, components and systems. Internationally, this is an extremely active area
of research. Das – Microwave Engineering, 3e is an enlarged and updated version of
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this popular study material. In keeping with their traditional style, the authors have taken
care to ensure that the user experience is of the highest standards and for the same the
content is now more modular, presentation simpler and all relevant information is
available within the book. Since its last release, the world of microwave has undergone
magnanimous changes in technology and all of these have been captured in this
revised edition. New to this edition Inclusion of newer technologies such as MESFET,
HMT etc Updated with newest technologies – Gunn diodes, IMPATT etc Application
oriented approach – expanded coverage on Radar
Stutzman's 3rd edition of Antenna Theory and Design provides a more pedagogical
approach with a greater emphasis on computational methods. New features include
additional modern material to make the text more exciting and relevant to practicing
engineers; new chapters on systems, low-profile elements and base station antennas;
organizational changes to improve understanding; more details to selected important
topics such as microstrip antennas and arrays; and expanded measurements topic.
As electromagnetics, photonics, and materials science evolve, it is increasingly
important for students and practitioners in the physical sciences and engineering to
understand vector calculus and tensor analysis. This book provides a review of vector
calculus. This review includes necessary excursions into tensor analysis intended as
the reader's first exposure to tensors, making aspects of tensors understandable to
advanced undergraduate students. This book will also prepare the reader for more
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advanced studies in vector calculus and tensor analysis.
Covers the basic principles and theories of engineering physics and offers a balance
between theoretical concepts and their applications. It is designed as a textbook for an
introductory course in engineering physics. Beginning with a comprehensive discussion
on oscillations and waves with applications in the field of mechanical and electrical
engineering, it goes on to explain the basic concepts such as Huygen's principle,
Fresnel's biprism, Fraunhofer diffraction and polarization. Emphasis has been given to
an understanding of the basic concepts and their applications to a number of
engineering problems. Each topic has been discussed in detail, both conceptually and
mathematically. Pedagogical features including solved problems, unsolved exercised
and multiple choice questions are interspersed throughout the book. This will help
undergraduate students of engineering acquire skills for solving difficult problems in
quantum mechanics, electromagnetism, nanoscience, energy systems and other
engineering disciplines.
Newnes Engineering Science Pocket Book provides a readily available reference to the
essential engineering science formulae, definitions, and general information needed
during studies and/or work situation. This book consists of three main topics— general
engineering science, electrical engineering science, and mechanical engineering
science. In these topics, this text specifically discusses the atomic structure of matter,
standard quality symbols and units, chemical effects of electricity, and capacitors and
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capacitance. The alternating currents and voltages, three phase systems, D.C.
machines, and A.C. motors are also elaborated. This compilation likewise covers the
linear momentum and impulse, effects of forces on materials, and pressure in fluids.
This publication is useful for technicians and engineers, as well as students studying for
technician certificates and diplomas, GCSE, and A levels.
Reviews the fundamental concepts behind the theory and computation of electromagnetic
fields The book is divided in two parts. The first part covers both fundamental theories (such as
vector analysis, Maxwell’s equations, boundary condition, and transmission line theory) and
advanced topics (such as wave transformation, addition theorems, and fields in layered media)
in order to benefit students at all levels. The second part of the book covers the major
computational methods for numerical analysis of electromagnetic fields for engineering
applications. These methods include the three fundamental approaches for numerical analysis
of electromagnetic fields: the finite difference method (the finite difference time-domain method
in particular), the finite element method, and the integral equation-based moment method. The
second part also examines fast algorithms for solving integral equations and hybrid techniques
that combine different numerical methods to seek more efficient solutions of complicated
electromagnetic problems. Theory and Computation of Electromagnetic Fields, Second
Edition: Provides the foundation necessary for graduate students to learn and understand
more advanced topics Discusses electromagnetic analysis in rectangular, cylindrical and
spherical coordinates Covers computational electromagnetics in both frequency and time
domains Includes new and updated homework problems and examples Theory and
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Computation of Electromagnetic Fields, Second Edition is written for advanced undergraduate
and graduate level electrical engineering students. This book can also be used as a reference
for professional engineers interested in learning about analysis and computation skills.
Respected for its accuracy, its smooth and logical flow of ideas, and its clear presentation,
'Field and Wave Electromagnetics' has become an established textbook in the field of
electromagnetics. This book builds the electromagnetic model using an axiomatic approach in
steps: first for static electric fields, then for static magnetic fields, and finally for time-varying
fields leading to Maxwell's equations.
This well-known undergraduate electrodynamics textbook is now available in a more affordable
printing from Cambridge University Press. The Fourth Edition provides a rigorous, yet clear
and accessible treatment of the fundamentals of electromagnetic theory and offers a sound
platform for explorations of related applications (AC circuits, antennas, transmission lines,
plasmas, optics and more). Written keeping in mind the conceptual hurdles typically faced by
undergraduate students, this textbook illustrates the theoretical steps with well-chosen
examples and careful illustrations. It balances text and equations, allowing the physics to shine
through without compromising the rigour of the math, and includes numerous problems,
varying from straightforward to elaborate, so that students can be assigned some problems to
build their confidence and others to stretch their minds. A Solutions Manual is available to
instructors teaching from the book; access can be requested from the resources section at
www.cambridge.org/electrodynamics.
This fourth edition of the text reflects the continuing increase in awareness and use of
computational electromagnetics and incorporates advances and refinements made in recent
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years. Most notable among these are the improvements made to the standard algorithm for the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method and treatment of absorbing boundary conditions
in FDTD, finite element, and transmission-line-matrix methods. It teaches the readers how to
pose, numerically analyze, and solve EM problems, to give them the ability to expand their
problem-solving skills using a variety of methods, and to prepare them for research in
electromagnetism. Includes new homework problems in each chapter. Each chapter is updated
with the current trends in CEM. Adds a new appendix on CEM codes, which covers
commercial and free codes. Provides updated MATLAB code.
This book provides students with a thorough theoretical understanding of electromagnetic field
equations and it also treats a large number of applications. The text is a comprehensive twosemester textbook. The work treats most topics in two steps – a short, introductory chapter
followed by a second chapter with in-depth extensive treatment; between 10 to 30 applications
per topic; examples and exercises throughout the book; experiments, problems and
summaries. The new edition includes: modifications to about 30-40% of the end of chapter
problems; a new introduction to electromagnetics based on behavior of charges; a new section
on units; MATLAB tools for solution of problems and demonstration of subjects; most chapters
include a summary. The book is an undergraduate textbook at the Junior level, intended for
required classes in electromagnetics. It is written in simple terms with all details of derivations
included and all steps in solutions listed. It requires little beyond basic calculus and can be
used for self-study. The wealth of examples and alternative explanations makes it very
approachable by students. More than 400 examples and exercises, exercising every topic in
the book Includes 600 end-of-chapter problems, many of them applications or simplified
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applications Discusses the finite element, finite difference and method of moments in a
dedicated chapter
Balanis’ second edition of Advanced Engineering Electromagnetics – a global best-seller for
over 20 years – covers the advanced knowledge engineers involved in electromagnetic need to
know, particularly as the topic relates to the fast-moving, continually evolving, and rapidly
expanding field of wireless communications. The immense interest in wireless communications
and the expected increase in wireless communications systems projects (antenna, microwave
and wireless communication) points to an increase in the number of engineers needed to
specialize in this field. In addition, the Instructor Book Companion Site contains a rich
collection of multimedia resources for use with this text. Resources include: Ready-made
lecture notes in Power Point format for all the chapters. Forty-nine MATLAB® programs to
compute, plot and animate some of the wave phenomena Nearly 600 end-of-chapter problems,
that's an average of 40 problems per chapter (200 new problems; 50% more than in the first
edition) A thoroughly updated Solutions Manual 2500 slides for Instructors are included.
In this book, Dr. Matthew N. O. Sadiku has shared the amazing story of how he rose from his
humble beginnings in Nigeria. He described how he was raised in a Muslim home. After his
conversion to Christianity, his drive led him to relocate to the United States for advanced
degrees. He has provided a text that is lively from beginning to the end. The book provides a
good understanding of his life, thought, and work. You will learn about what it takes to be a
mover and shaker for God as you see Sadiku traverse the nation, rising to success in the
academic and publishing worlds. The book is an essential reading for those interested in the
genesis of greatness.
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This third edition of the principal text on the finite element method for electrical engineers and
electronics specialists presents the method in a mathematically undemanding style, accessible
to undergraduates who may be encountering it for the first time. Like the earlier editions, it
begins by deriving finite elements for the simplest familiar potential fields, and then formulates
finite elements for a wide range of applied electromagnetics problems. These include wave
propagation, diffusion, and static fields; open-boundary problems and nonlinear materials;
axisymmetric, planar and fully three-dimensional geometries; and scalar and vector fields. A
wide selection of demonstration programs allows the reader to follow the practical use of the
methods. Besides providing all that is needed for the beginning undergraduate student, this
textbook is also a valuable reference text for professional engineers and research students.

Electromagnetics (CC BY-SA 4.0) is an open textbook intended to serve as a
primary textbook for a one-semester first course in undergraduate engineering
electromagnetics, and includes:electric and magnetic fields; electromagnetic
properties of materials; electromagnetic waves; and devices that operate
according to associated electromagnetic principles including resistors,capacitors,
inductors, transformers, generators, and transmission lines. This book employs
the "transmission lines first" approach, in which transmission lines are introduced
using a lumped-element equivalent circuit model fora differential length of
transmission line, leading to one-dimensional wave equations for voltage and
current. This book is intended for electrical engineering students in the third year
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of a bachelor of science degree program. A free electronic version of this book is
available at: https://doi.org/10.7294/W4WQ01ZM
Elements of Electromagnetics is designed for a first course in Electromagnetics
for students towards an electrical engineering degree. This core course is usually
required of all ECE majors. A split occurs in the market between professors who
present vectors first and professors who present transmission lines first, Sadiku's
text takes the vectors-first approach. The 5th edition is primarily focused on
adding new and revised homework problems, particularly problems that focus on
real-world practical examples. MATLAB exercises have been incorporated into
each chapter for extended practice. Theintensive review and accuracy checking
process conductedin the 4th edition will be highlighted in the preface.
Elements of Electromagnetics, Fourth Edition, uses a vectors-first approach to
explain electrostatics, magnetostatics, fields, waves, and applications like
transmission lines, waveguides, and antennas. It also provides a balanced
presentation of time-varying and static fields, preparing students for employment
in today's industrial and manufacturing sectors. Streamlined to facilitate student
understanding, this edition features worked examples in every chapter that
explain how to use the theory presented in the text to solve different kinds of
problems. Numerical methods, including MATLAB and vector analysis, are also
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included to help students analyze situations that they are likely to encounter in
industry practice. Elements of Electromagnetics, Fourth Edition, is designed for
introductory undergraduate courses in electromagnetics. An Instructor's Solutions
Manual (co-authored by Sudarshan Rao Nelatury of Penn State Erie, The
Behrend College) and PowerPoint slides of all figures in the text are available to
adopters.
Introduces CEM methods, applying the codes that implement them to real-world
engineering problems.
A new edition of the leading textbook on the finite element method, incorporating
major advancements and further applications in the field of electromagnetics The
finite element method (FEM) is a powerful simulation technique used to solve
boundary-value problems in a variety of engineering circumstances. It has been
widely used for analysis of electromagnetic fields in antennas, radar scattering,
RF and microwave engineering, high-speed/high-frequency circuits, wireless
communication, electromagnetic compatibility, photonics, remote sensing,
biomedical engineering, and space exploration. The Finite Element Method in
Electromagnetics, Third Edition explains the method’s processes and techniques
in careful, meticulous prose and covers not only essential finite element method
theory, but also its latest developments and applications—giving engineers a
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methodical way to quickly master this very powerful numerical technique for
solving practical, often complicated, electromagnetic problems. Featuring over
thirty percent new material, the third edition of this essential and comprehensive
text now includes: A wider range of applications, including antennas, phased
arrays, electric machines, high-frequency circuits, and crystal photonics The finite
element analysis of wave propagation, scattering, and radiation in periodic
structures The time-domain finite element method for analysis of wideband
antennas and transient electromagnetic phenomena Novel domain
decomposition techniques for parallel computation and efficient simulation of
large-scale problems, such as phased-array antennas and photonic crystals
Along with a great many examples, The Finite Element Method in
Electromagnetics is an ideal book for engineering students as well as for
professionals in the field.
An accessible, yet mathematically rigorous, one-semester textbook, engaging
students through use of problems, examples, and applications.
As the availability of powerful computer resources has grown over the last three
decades, the art of computation of electromagnetic (EM) problems has also
grown - exponentially. Despite this dramatic growth, however, the EM community
lacked a comprehensive text on the computational techniques used to solve EM
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problems. The first edition of Numerical Techniques in Electromagnetics filled
that gap and became the reference of choice for thousands of engineers,
researchers, and students. The Second Edition of this bestselling text reflects the
continuing increase in awareness and use of numerical techniques and
incorporates advances and refinements made in recent years. Most notable
among these are the improvements made to the standard algorithm for the finite
difference time domain (FDTD) method and treatment of absorbing boundary
conditions in FDTD, finite element, and transmission-line-matrix methods. The
author also added a chapter on the method of lines. Numerical Techniques in
Electromagnetics continues to teach readers how to pose, numerically analyze,
and solve EM problems, give them the ability to expand their problem-solving
skills using a variety of methods, and prepare them for research in
electromagnetism. Now the Second Edition goes even further toward providing a
comprehensive resource that addresses all of the most useful computation
methods for EM problems.
SchaumÕs Outline of Electromagnetics is the perfect study aidÑloaded with
solved problems and thorough descriptions of electromagnetics concepts, in plain
English. Used along with your textbook, it helps you prepare for classroom
exams, broadens your level of comprehension, and develops your intuitive
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problem-solving ability. Featuring hundreds of completely solved
problemsÑworked out step by stepÑthis popular SchaumÕs Outline shows you
how to solve the kinds of problems you will find on your tests. So complete it can
be used alone as an independent study course, itÕs also compatible with any
course text. For better grades in courses covering electromagneticsÑyou canÕt
do better than this SchaumÕs Outline!
This completely revised third edition of an Artech House classic, Phased Array
Antenna Handbook, Second Edition, offers an up-to-date and comprehensive
treatment of array antennas and systems. This edition provides a wealth of new
material, including expanded coverage of phased array and multiple beam
antennas. New modern machine learning techniques used for analysis are
included. Additional material on wideband antennas and wideband coverage in
array antennas are incorporated in this book, including new methods, devices,
and technologies that have developed since the second edition. A detailed
treatment of antenna system noise, sections on antenna pattern synthesis,
developments in subarray technology, and in-depth coverage of array
architecture and components are additional new features of this book. The book
explores design elements that demonstrate how to size an array system with
speed and confidence. Moreover, this resource provides expanded coverage of
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systems aspects of arrays for radar and communications. Supported with
numerous equations and illustrations, this practical book helps evaluate basic
antenna parameters such as gain, sidelobe levels, and noise. Readers learn how
to compute antenna system noise, design subarray geometries for given
bandwidth, scan and sidelobe constraints, and choose array illumination tapers
for given sidelobe levels.
Taking a vector-first approach, this text provides a balanced presentation of a
host of topics including electrostatics, magnetostatics, fields, waves, and
applications like transmission lines, waveguides, and antennas. The new edition
includes new Application Notes detailing real-worldconnections, a revised math
pre-test for professors to assess students' mathematical skills, and new and
updated problems.
The book is primarily designed to cater to the needs of undergraduate and
postgraduate students of Electronics and Communication Engineering and allied
branches. It also caters for fundamental requirements of professionals working
on design and development of antenna and wave propagation related equipment
either in research laboratories or industries or academic institutions elsewhere.
The book has been written with intent to grasp the basic understanding of
theoretical as well as practical aspects of electromagnetic wave propagation and
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antenna engineering. The text has been aptly scripted considering the
requirements of average students who can easily grasp and comprehend the
basics of wave propagation and radiation mechanism of varieties of antennas
coupled with their critical functionalities, utilities, advantages/disadvantages
without any external assistance of teachers or other reference books. The book
broaches very well on practical methods of parametric measurements of antenna
with right measuring test equipment and associated tools. The last chapter of the
book is dedicated to advance technology adopted in design and development of
modern antenna. Key features • A fairly large number of well labelled diagrams
to provide practical understanding of the concepts. • The placement of
numericals at appropriate places develops confidence among readers and
enthuses them further to read in depth to crack any regular or competitive
examinations. • Chapter summary highlights important points for quick recap and
revision before examination. • Well-crafted multiple choice questions with
answers at the end of each chapter to stimulate thought process and prepare
better for viva-voce and competitive examinations. • Appropriate number of
unsolved numerical problems with answers to improve problem solving skill of
students.
This text examines applications and covers statics with an emphasis on the
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dynamics of engineering electromagnetics. This edition features a new chapter
on electromagnetic principles for photonics, and sections on cylindrical metallic
waveguides and losses in waveguides and resonators.
The study of electromagnetic field theory is required for proper understanding of
every device wherein electricity is used for operation. The proposed textbook on
electromagnetic fields covers all the generic and unconventional topics including
electrostatic boundary value problems involving two- and three-dimensional
Laplacian fields and one- and two- dimensional Poissonion fields, magnetostatic
boundary value problems, eddy currents, and electromagnetic compatibility. The
subject matter is supported by practical applications, illustrations to supplement
the theory, solved numerical problems, solutions manual and Powerpoint slides
including appendices and mathematical relations. Aimed at undergraduate,
senior undergraduate students of electrical and electronics engineering, it:
Presents fundamental concepts of electromagnetic fields in a simplified manner
Covers one two- and three-dimensional electrostatic boundary value problems
involving Laplacian fields and Poissonion fields Includes exclusive chapters on
eddy currents and electromagnetic compatibility Discusses important aspects of
magneto static boundary value problems Explores all the basic vector algebra
and vector calculus along with couple of two- and three-dimensional problems
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Provides a comprehensive discussion of planar transmission lines and their
applications, focusing on physical understanding, analytical approach, and circuit
models Planar transmission lines form the core of the modern high-frequency
communication, computer, and other related technology. This advanced text
gives a complete overview of the technology and acts as a comprehensive tool
for radio frequency (RF) engineers that reflects a linear discussion of the subject
from fundamentals to more complex arguments. Introduction to Modern Planar
Transmission Lines: Physical, Analytical, and Circuit Models Approach begins
with a discussion of waves on transmission lines and waves in material medium,
including a large number of illustrative examples from published results. After
explaining the electrical properties of dielectric media, the book moves on to the
details of various transmission lines including waveguide, microstrip line, coplanar waveguide, strip line, slot line, and coupled transmission lines. A number
of special and advanced topics are discussed in later chapters, such as
fabrication of planar transmission lines, static variational methods for planar
transmission lines, multilayer planar transmission lines, spectral domain analysis,
resonators, periodic lines and surfaces, and metamaterial realization and circuit
models. Emphasizes modeling using physical concepts, circuit-models, closedform expressions, and full derivation of a large number of expressions Explains
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advanced mathematical treatment, such as the variation method, conformal
mapping method, and SDA Connects each section of the text with forward and
backward cross-referencing to aid in personalized self-study Introduction to
Modern Planar Transmission Lines is an ideal book for senior undergraduate and
graduate students of the subject. It will also appeal to new researchers with the
inter-disciplinary background, as well as to engineers and professionals in
industries utilizing RF/microwave technologies.
This introduction to electromagnetic fields emphasizes the computation of fields
and the development of theoretical relations. It presents the electromagnetic field
and Maxwell's equations with a view toward connecting the disparate applications
to the underlying relations, along with computational methods of solving the
equations.
Elements of ElectromagneticsOxford University Press, USA
This second edition comes from your suggestions for a more lively format, self-learning
aids for students, and the need for applications and projects without being distracted
from EM Principles. Flexibility Choose the order, depth, and method of reinforcing EM
Principles—the PDF files on CD provide Optional Topics, Applications, and
Projects.Affordability Not only is this text priced below competing texts, but also the
topics on CD (and downloadable to registered users) provide material sufficient for a
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second term of study with no additional book for students to buy.MATLAB This book
takes full advantage of MATLAB's power to motivate and reinforce EM Principles. No
other EM books is better integrated with MATLAB. The second edition is even richer
and easier to incorporate into course use with the new, self-paced MATLAB tutorials on
the CD and available to registered users.
Thoroughly updated and revised, this third edition of Sadiku's Elements of
Electromagnetics is designed for the standard sophomore/junior level electromagnetics
course taught in departments of electrical engineering. It takes a two-semester
approach to fundamental concepts and applications in electromagnetics beginning with
vecotr analysis-which is then applied throughout the text. A balanced presentation of
time-varying fields and static fields prepares students for employment in today's
industrial and manufacturing sectors. Mathematical theorems are treated separately
from physical concepts. Students, therefore, do not need to review any more
mathematics than their level of proficiency requires. Sadiku is well-known for his
excellent pedagogy, and this edition refines his approach even further. Student-oriented
pedagogy comprises: chapter introductions showing how the forthcoming material
relates to the previous chapter, summaries, boxed formulas, and multiple choice review
questions with answers allowing students to gauge their comprehension. Many new
problems have been added throughout the text, as well as a new chapter on "Modern
Topics" covering microwaves, electromagnetic interference and compatability, and
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optical fibers. This book is appropriate for sophomore/junior level students in electrical
engineering. It will also be accompanied by a Solutions Manual, available free to
adopters of the main text.
This book is an electromagnetics classic. Originally published in 1941, it has been used
by many generations of students, teachers, and researchers ever since. Since it is
classic electromagnetics, every chapter continues to be referenced to this day. This
classic reissue contains the entire, original edition first published in 1941. Additionally,
two new forewords by Dr. Paul E. Gray (former MIT President and colleague of Dr.
Stratton) and another by Dr. Donald G. Dudley, Editor of the IEEE Press Series on E/M
Waves on the significance of the book?s contribution to the field of Electromagnetics.
It is with great pleasure that we present to you a collection of over 200 high quality
technical papers from more than 10 countries that were presented at the Biomed 2008.
The papers cover almost every aspect of Biomedical Engineering, from artificial
intelligence to biomechanics, from medical informatics to tissue engineering. They also
come from almost all parts of the globe, from America to Europe, from the Middle East
to the Asia-Pacific. This set of papers presents to you the current research work being
carried out in various disciplines of Biomedical En- neering, including new and
innovative researches in emerging areas. As the organizers of Biomed 2008, we are
very proud to be able to come-up with this publication. We owe the success to many
individuals who worked very hard to achieve this: members of the Technical
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Committee, the Editors, and the Inter- tional Advisory Committee. We would like to take
this opportunity to record our thanks and appreciation to each and every one of them.
We are pretty sure that you will find many of the papers illuminating and useful for your
own research and study. We hope that you will enjoy yourselves going through them as
much as we had enjoyed compiling them into the proceedings. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Noor
Azuan Abu Osman Chairperson, Organising Committee, Biomed 2008
The Method of Moments in Electromagnetics, Third Edition details the numerical
solution of electromagnetic integral equations via the Method of Moments (MoM).
Previous editions focused on the solution of radiation and scattering problems involving
conducting, dielectric, and composite objects. This new edition adds a significant
amount of material on new, state-of-the art compressive techniques. Included are new
chapters on the Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA) and Multi-Level Adaptive Cross
Approximation (MLACA), advanced algorithms that permit a direct solution of the MoM
linear system via LU decomposition in compressed form. Significant attention is paid to
parallel software implementation of these methods on traditional central processing
units (CPUs) as well as new, high performance graphics processing units (GPUs).
Existing material on the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) and Multi-Level Fast Multipole
Algorithm (MLFMA) is also updated, blending in elements of the ACA algorithm to
further reduce their memory demands. The Method of Moments in Electromagnetics is
intended for students, researchers, and industry experts working in the area of
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computational electromagnetics (CEM) and the MoM. Providing a bridge between
theory and software implementation, the book incorporates significant background
material, while presenting practical, nuts-and-bolts implementation details. It first
derives a generalized set of surface integral equations used to treat electromagnetic
radiation and scattering problems, for objects comprising conducting and dielectric
regions. Subsequent chapters apply these integral equations for progressively more
difficult problems such as thin wires, bodies of revolution, and two- and threedimensional bodies. Radiation and scattering problems of many different types are
considered, with numerical results compared against analytical theory as well as
measurements.
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